Transcriptionally active chromatin.
Eukaryotic chromatin has a dynamic, complex hierarchical structure. Active gene transcription takes place on only a small proportion of it at a time. While many workers have tried to characterize active chromatin, we are still far from understanding all the biochemical, morphological and compositional features that distinguish it from inactive nuclear material. Active genes are apparently packaged in an altered nucleosome structure and are associated with domains of chromatin that are less condensed or more open than inactive domains. Active genes are more sensitive to nuclease digestions and probably contain specific nonhistone proteins which may establish and/or maintain the active state. Variant or modified histones as well as altered configurations or modifications of the DNA itself may likewise be involved. Practically nothing is known about the mechanisms that control these nuclear characteristics. However, controlled accessibility to regions of chromatin and specific sequences of DNA may be one of the primary regulatory mechanisms by which higher cells establish potentially active chromatin domains. Another control mechanism may be compartmentalization of active chromatin to certain regions within the nucleus, perhaps to the nuclear matrix. Topological constraints and DNA supercoiling may influence the active regions of chromatin and be involved in eukaryotic genomic functions. Further, the chromatin structure of various DNA regulatory sequences, such as promoters, terminators and enhancers, appears to partially regulate transcriptional activity.